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 Project web site http://diracgrid.org!

Framework for distributed 
computing systems!

The DIRAC (Distributed Infrastructure with Remote Agent Control) project began as 
a solution for the LHCb experiment at CERN  to carry out massive Monte Carlo 
simulation and data processing on various distributed computing resources. Now 
DIRAC provides a general purpose middleware used by multiple communities in 
High Energy Physics and other domains: LHCb, ILC, Belle II, VIP, GISELA, …!

DIRAC forms a layer between users and computing resources which:!
  aggregates and masks the heterogeneity of computing and storage systems;!
  provides consistent workload and data management tools;!
  provides means to coordinate the activity of the community;!
  improves the reliability of available resources by adding extra redundancy and  
   failover mechanisms.!

The DIRAC architecture consists of numerous cooperating Distributed Services 
and Light Agents all built using the same DISET framework. This allows to create 
secure and efficient systems tailored for the needs of a particular user 
community.  !

The DISET framework provides a secure client-service protocol with GSI-based 
authentication and versatile authorization rules for interacting DIRAC 
components. !

DIRAC introduced the now widely used concept of Pilot Agents. This allows to build 
efficient Workload Management Systems (WMS) that are resilient to failures in the ever 
changing Grid environment. The main WMS characteristics are:!

  Ability to work with various batch systems, grids and standalone PCs with different 
   flavors of operating systems (Linux, Windows, … );!
  Job prioritization in the central Task Queue allows for an effective implementation of 
   the community policies;!
  Flexible workload optimization with Pilot Agents allows a single DIRAC WMS instance  
   to manage both massive data production and user analysis activities.!

The DIRAC project includes a versatile Data Management System (DMS) which combines 
both native and third party components. The DMS features are: !

  Generic APIs to access available Storage and Catalog services;!
  A powerful File Catalog with the possibility to define User Metadata;  !
  Automated data distribution using configurable policies;!
  Reliable data transfers at all stages of the processing due to multiple failover and  
  retry mechanisms;!
  Multiple data consistency checks to ensure integrity and recover from data losses.  !

The DIRAC Production Management System is built on top of the Workload and 
Data Management services. This can sustain the production load of the LHCb 
experiment which amounts to many tens of thousands of jobs per day. The 
Production Management System includes the following functionalities:!

  Definition of complex workflows of the LHCb production jobs;!
  Automatic data driven submission of processing jobs and replication of resulting  
  data according to predefined policies;!
  Automatic software installation at production sites;!
  Site sanity checks with results made available to the site managers and service  
   providers.!

The DIRAC System is a complete Community Grid solution. It has all the 
necessary components to build Workload and Data management systems 
of varying complexity. !
During the first years of the LHC operation the DIRAC data production 
system ensured the required capacity for the LHCb computing model:!

  ~1 job starting/ending per second. !
  Up to 40K simultaneously running jobs. !
  More than 160 sites were involved, in WLCG grid and standalone.!
  Efficient application of policies for user and production jobs. !

The DIRAC distributed computing platform is rapidly evolving now with new 
functionalities added as required by different new communities using it: 
support for MPI parallel jobs, Metadata Catalog and others.!
Along with installations for particular communities DIRAC became part of 
the production infrastructure of some grid projects, e.g. GISELA, with the 
support for multiple Virtual Organizations in the same installation. It offers a 
powerful general purpose Grid solution accumulating years of practical 
experience of building distributed computing systems. !
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